Abstract-This research aim to measure the similarity of two image. The similarity measurement is used to get the original image of the segmented image. The query image is an image that suspected to get undergone a change. The query image must be segmented first before measuring process. The similarity measurement process use Euclidean distance method. The process undertaken to identify the image of the segmentation result is to segment the image of the database, determine the cooccurrence matrix of each image, perform the texture feature analysis of each image, then calculate the distance of the texture feature of each image. The image identification stage of the query image in the program begins by inputting the color image to be segmented, then the image of the database is segmented, followed by texture feature value analysis for image and image imagery in the database, and calculating the value of similarity texture feature using Euclidean Distance method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image is one of the multimedia component that plays an important role as a form of social information. Image needs to be done an image processing so that the required information can be met and the image of the processing can be used for certain purposes. Tools needed in image processing is a computer, so the image used is a digital image [2] .
Digital imagery is a clear picture of objects that can be processed with a computer. The larger the image size will require a large storage area as well. There are several types of digital imagery that is color image (RGB), grayscale scale image and binary image. One type of digital image processing is image segmentation.
Segmentation is a process to separate an object from its background. Image segmentation is a process to retrieve information contained in the image and understand the full image features or used to process to a further level. After the segmentation is done then the original image will not be known, if you want to know the original image form of segmentation results need to be done to the image of the image segmentation by calculating the similarity of texture features between the image of the results of segmentation with the image contained in the database. The problem raised in this research is how to find the original image form from the image of the result of segmentation.
The identification process is done by comparing the texture feature value of the image of the segmentation result with the texture feature value of the image in the database. The regularity texture of certain patterns formed from the arrangement of the pixels in a digital image [1] . Calculation of equality value of an image is one of the essential components of the process of an algorithm or method to match between the image of the query with a new image as a comparison. The accuracy of the similarity / similarity value calculation determines whether the query image has similarity or similarity characteristics to the image in the database.
The process of matching similarity or similarity characteristics of an image is one of them by using the method of distance measurement. One method of measuring the distance in measuring the similarity or similarity of an image is using the euclidean distance method, so it can be known which image texture is most similar to the image of the query.
II. METHODS
This research is a basic research. The method used in this research is literature study. In the settlement of the problem, the steps taken are as follows: The image of the segmentation result is a binary image. Binary imagery is an image that each pixel is only black and white. In this research will be done image identification process of segmentation result, which with this research we will know how to form original image before done segmentation process. To find out how to form the original image of the image of the result of segmentation, the identification of the image of the segmentation result through the introduction of texture pattern with euclidean distance method. Each identification process is described in the following steps:
The following are the steps of image segmentation which is to change the image in the form of color image into gray image using matlab application, determine the gray level of each pixel represented in matrix form, convert gray image into binary image with thresholding concept. The development concept is to classify the gray level of each pixel into 2 classes are 0 (black) and 1 (white). The following is the mining function [3] : with which in this case, is the pixel and T is the thresholding where maxv is the highest gray level and minv is the lowest gray level, changing the gray level of the image with 0 (black) and 1 (white) according to section c, so the result of segmentation is obtained. Example : Co-occurrence matrix is a matrix that describes the frequency of occurrence of pairs of two pixels with certain itensity within a certain distance and direction in the image [4] .The following steps to make the co-occurrence matrix of an image is to determine the distance between two points (pixels) in the vertical and horizontal direction( = ), where in this study the author uses , , calculate the pixel pixels that have the value of the and spaced d pixels in the image, and put the calculation result of each pair of intensity values in the matrix according to their coordinates, where the abscissa value for the intensity i and ordinate for the intensity value j.
Example : Find the co-occurrence matrix 2 pieces of image below: Entropy is useful for measuring randomness from intensity.Thevalue of entropy is maximum if all elements are equal, is the matrix corresponding with the image which there is no particular arrangement in the intensity pair. The value of entropy can be defined as follows: which e = Entropy value =the probability from pairs of two pixels with intensity i and j Energy refers to the homogeneity of the texture, if the value of energy is high then the number of homogeneous areas are large and if the value of energyis low then the number of homogeneous areas are less. which = Energy value =the probability from pairs of two pixels with intensity i and j Contrast is useful for measuring the homogenity of intensity variations in images. The value of contrast is increases if the intensity variation in the image is high, and decreases if the intensity variation in the image is small. Contrast can be defined as follows: which c = Contrast value =the probability from pairs of two pixels with intensity i and j
The homogeneoustexture is to contain a repeating and uniform structure that produces a particular pattern. Homogeneity is useful for measuring the homogeneity of intensity variations in images. Homogeneity can be defined by: which = homogenity value =the probability from pairs of two pixels with intensity i and j
The value of homogeneity is large when the intensity of variation in the image is small.
The average of gray intensity is the disperse size of an image. The average of gray intensity shows the average of a distribution of gray image intensity values. which = value of average gray intensity = the value of gray intensity from pixel-k, k = 0, 1, ..., N-1 N = many pikxel in image Standard deviation is a reflection of the mean deviation of data from the mean of gray intensity. The standard deviation shows the distribution of pixels in the image field. Obtained the homogenity value for query image as 0,8038.
Get the intensity average gray as :
Get the intensity average gray for query image as 0,3232.
Obtained the standart deviation value as:
Obtained the standart deviasion from gray intensity for query image (image number 0) as 0,4676.
After the value contained in the co-occurence matrix from image number eigth, subtituted in to formula, as:
Obtained we get the entropy value for database image (image number eight) as 0,2822.
Obtained we get the energy value from database image (image number eight) as 0,4240
Obtained the contrast value for database image (image number eight) as 0,333.
Obtained the homogenity value for for database image (image number eight) as 0,8810.
Get the intensity average gray for database image as0,2222
Obtained the standart deviation value as :
Obtained the standart deviasion from gray intensity for database image (image number eight) as 0,4157.
4) Calculated The Distance Of Texture Feature Between Query Image and Database Image with Euclidean Distance Method
The formula to measured the distance of texture features between the queryimage with the databaseimage are: In this study, the conclusions are : (1) The similarity of two image measure by introducing texture pattern with Euclidean distance method. The image must be segmented first using minimum spanning tree method; (2) The process to measure the similarity of two image are : first process is to segment the image of the database. The second process specifies the co-occurrence matrix for the database image with the query image. So we get a co-occurrence matrix, where the entry value contained in the matrix will be used to determine the values of each texture feature. The third process is to perform texture feature analysis for image database. The fourth is to perform texture feature analysis
